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We show that the integral of a completely n-unisolvent function defined on an
interval is a completely n + I-unisolvent function. 1995 Academic Press. Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the following let f be a continuous function IR" x 1---> IR where Ie IR is
some interval and let INT(f) be the set of all functions 1---> IR: x I--->

f(al' a2, a3 , ..·,a",x), a],a2, ... ,a"ER If n~2, let j;" aEIR be the
map IR"-] x 1---> IR: (a2' a3 , ... , a,,, x) I--->f(a, a2' a3 , ... , a,,, x). A function
gEINT(f) interpolates mEN points (xi,Yi)ElxlR, iE{I,2, ...,m} if
g(x j) = Yj for all iE {I, 2, ... , m}.

We say that.r is n-unisolvent (or unisolvent of degree n) if for any choice
of n points (x j, Yj) E I x IR, i E {1, 2, ... , n}, x I < X 2 < .,. < x" there exists a
uniquely determined g E INT(f) that interpolates alln points. The classical
example for such a function is p,,: IR" x I: (aI' a2, ... , a,I' x) I---> LZ~] akx"- k.

If n = 1, we will say that f is completely l-unisolvcnt if it is l-unisolvent.
For n ~ 2 we say that f is completely n-unisolvent if and only if:

( I ) the function f is n-unisolvent;

(2) for all a E IR the function I, is completely (n - I )-unisolvent.

Let f,~(.1~) be the set of all (completely) n-unisolvent functions IR" x
1---> IR. The function p", n EN, as we defined it above, is contained in .1~.

Note that this is just the interpolation system { I, x, x 2, ... , x"- I} combined
into a completely n-unisolvent function. More generally, if {u j } ;'~J is a
complete Chebyshev system (see, e.g., [1]) of continuous functions defined
on the interval I, then lR"xI--->IR:(al,a2, ...,a",x)I--->LZ~laku"_k is a
completely n-unisolvent function.

Here are some examples of completely 2-unisolvent functions that do not
arise from complete Chebyshev systems in this manner: Let h: IR ---> IR be a
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continuously differentiable function with a bijective derivative. Then
fh: 1R2xR(al,a2,x)~h(x+a.l+a2is a completely 2-unisolvent func
tion. Examples for h are the functions IR -> IR: x ~ x 2n

, n EN. In [5, §2] it
is shown that the graphs of the functions in INT(fh) together with the ver
ticals in the xy-plane form the line set of an affine plane that has the
xJ'-plane as its point set. The sets INT(f;), a E IR correspond to parallel
classes of lines in this plane. Affine planes like this are examples of 2-dimen
sional affine planes. In [3] we show that any 2-dimensional affine plane
corresponds to a completely 2-unisolvent function. In the same paper we
also show how (in general non-linear) completely 3-unisolvent functions
can be constructed from so-ca1led 2-dimensional Laguerre planes.

Given an arbitrary (completely) n-unisolvent function f E.f }~(fE.1~) and
a subinterval I' of I, it is clear that the "restriction" of f to I' is also a
(completely) n-unisolvent function.

For more information about unisolvent functions the reader is referred
to [4J and [6].

2. INTEGRATING COMPLETELY UNISOLVENT FUNCTIONS

Let Ie IR be an interval that contains the point b. For every fE.ff:' we
define

The aim of this note is to show that

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let fE.1:', nE N where I is an interval that contains
the point b. Then Sb(f) E .1:. + I'

In the special case where f arises from a complete Chebyshev system, as
described above, this result is we1l-known (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 13.2J).

In order to be able to prove 2.1 we wi1l make constant use of some facts
we want to fix in the form of two lemmas. As a special case of what
Tornheim proved in [6, Theorem 5J we have

LEMMA 2.2. Let Ie IR be a closed interval, let f E 0' ,~, and let n sequences
of points {(xi.i,.h.;l}'E'\J' jE{l,2, ... ,n} in IxlR converge to n points
(xi'y), respectively, such that Xi.i=f-X i• k and Xi=f-Xk if j=f-k. Furthermore,
for all i E N let P be the uniquely determined function in INT(f) that inter
polate.'.. the n points (xi.j , Yi.), j E { 1,2, ..., n}. Then the sequence 0.(functions
{fi} iE N converges un!(ormiy to the uniquely determined function in INT(f)
that interpolates the n points (xj ' y), j E { I, 2, ... , n}.
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We also need the following

LEMMA 2.3. Let Ie IR he some interval that contains 0, let f E f [ and
f(I,O»f(O, O)(f(l, 0) <f(O,O)). Then all functions IR-+Ra~f(a,x),

x E I are strictly increasing (decreasing) homeomorphisms. Furthermore,
given x I' X2 E I, x I < x 2, the function g: IR -+ IR: a~ J~; j{a, t) dt is a strictly
increasing (decreasing) homeo11/orphism.

Proof Let f(l, O»f(O, 0). Let XEI. If f(1,x):(f(O, x). then there
exists an x* E I such that f( I, x*) = f( 0. x*). This is impossible since fE.~ [.
The function IR·-+ IR: a~f(a. x) is continuous and bijective by definition,
i.e., it is a homeomorphism. Since f( I, x) >f(O, x), this homeomorphism is
strictly increasing. Now it is clear that the function g is continuous and
strictly increasing. We show that g is bijective. For all a E IR let m,,:=
min, E[',.'~J {f( a, x)} and let x" be a point in [x I' X 2] where I, assumes
this minimum. The function IR -+ R a~ 11/" is clearly strictly increasing and
it therefore suffices to show that lim" ~y 11/" = oc to make sure that indeed
lim" ~y f~;f(a, t) dt = oc. Let {a;} i EN be a strictly increasing sequence of
real numbers such that lim; ~ J. a; = c£. Assume the sequence {m",} I EI~ has
a finite accumulation point m*, i.e.. limi~J m"i=m*. Then we can find
a subsequence {a;} iE of {a i } IE and an x* E [XI' x 2] such that
limi~J m,,;=m* and limi~ J x,,;=x*. Since f is I-unisolvent there is a

uniquely determined a*EIR such that j;,,(x*)=m*. By Lemma 2.2, we
know that the sequence of functions U;,'} iE hi converges uniformly to
the function .I;" on the interval [x I,'X2]. This implies that m*
=min"E[".'~J {f(a*,x)}. Let iEN be such that a;>a*. Then m*<m",.

This is a contradiction. We can use a similar argument to show that
lim" ~ -x g;J( a, t) dt = - ex. Hence g is bijective.

The respective conclusions in the case f( 1,0) <flO, 0) can be derived in
a similar fashion. I

Proof of 2.1. W.l.o.g. we may assume that h = 0. We abbreviate Sb(f)

by Sen.
We are going to use induction on n to prove this result. Let n = I.

Furthermore, let a E R Then S(f)" is the function IR x 1-+ IR: (a 2 , x)~
J~f(a, t) dt + a2' This function is clearly completely I-unisolvent. Let
(xo,Yo), (X!'YI)EIR 2

, xo,xIEI, xo<x l . We have to show that there is a
uniquely determined function in INT(S(f)) that interpolates both points.
The functions that interpolate the point (xo, Yo) are the functions 1-> IR:
x~Yo +J;J{a, t) dt, a E R It therefore suffices to show that the function
lR --> lR: a~ J~~f(a, t) dt is bijective. By Lemma 2.3, this is the case.

Let the statement in the proposition be true for all functions in .7:' _I for
some 12 ~ 2 and let fE.1:'. Furthermore, let a E R Then S(f)" = SU;,).
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Since !a E j'~ _ 1 we conclude that S(f)" E j'~. Now we have to show the
following: Let (Xo, Yo), (xl,Yd,···,(x,, __ I'Y,,_I)E!xlR, X;<Xi+I'
i E {O, 1, ..., n - 2} be n points, and let x" E!, X,,_I < X11" Then for all Y E IR
there exists a uniquely determined function in !NT(S(f)) that interpolates
the n points (xo,)'o), (XI,y1), ...,(X,,_I,Y,,_d and the point (x",y). The
functions that interpolate the (first) n points are the functions! -> IR:
XI--+Y'o+gJ(a,rPJ(a),rP2(a), ... ,rP,,_I(a),t)dt, aEIR where the functions
rP;: IR -> IR, i E { 1, 2, ..., n - I} are uniquely determined by the n - 1 equations

j"!(a,rPl(a),rP2(a), ...,rPn l(a),t)dt=y;-Yo,i=1,2, ... ,n-l
Xu

since for all a E IR the function S(ft is n-unisolvent. This system of
equations is equivalent to the following system of equations

f' Ita, rP 1(a), rP2(a), ..., rP" _ I(a), t) dt = Yi - Y; I' i = 1, 2, ... , 11 - 1.
x,_ I

Let f":!->IR:xl--+!(a,rPI(a),rP2(a), ... ,rP,,_I(a),x). So the functions in
!NT(S(f)) that interpolate the first n points are the functions! -> rR:
x 1--+ Yo + J~of"(t) dt, a E IR.

We show that the functions rP; are continuous. Let J be the open
interval (xo, x,,) and let D:= {(X'I, x~, ..., X:,_I, a'l' a~, ... , a;,) I x; E J,
X'I < x~ < ... < X;,_I' a; E IR}. Then Dc 1R 2n -I and the function

(

X'
, ~, 1 I", ,

1--+ xl, ...,x,,-I,al,f !(a\>a2, ... ,a",t)dt,
xo

I
x; ., I I IX~-" " I )x; .I(a l , a 2, ... , a", t) dt, ... , x~_, !(a l , a2' ... , a", t) dt

is continuous and bijective. Since D is an open subset of 1R 2" - I, g is a
homeomorphism by "Brouwer's theorem on the invariance of domain"
(see, e.g., [2]) which guarantees that a continuous bijection of a manifold
is a homeomorphism. We conclude that the 11 + i-th component ¢J;: D -> IR
of the continuous functions g-I is itself continuous and that for all aE IR
we have rP;(a) = ¢Ji(X 1 , X2, ..., X,,_I' a, YI - Yo, Y2 - YI, ... , Yn-l -Y" -2)' This
implies that the functions rPi are continuous which in turn guarantees
that h: IR -> IR: a -> J~~ f"(t) dt is a continuous function. We show that h is
injective. Let aj,a2EIR, ad=a2' Then g;+I(fa'(t)-/"'(t))dt=O for all
iE{0,1, ...,n-2}, which implies that there exist X;E]X;,X;+I[, iE
{O, 1, ... , 11 - 2} such that /"I(X;) =.f"'(x;). Since! is 11-unisolvent these are
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the only such values in the whole of I. This means that everywhere in
the interval ]xn - l ,xll

[ we have fai(x) <fa2(x) or fa i(x»f"2(x). Hence
J:~~f"i(l) dt '" J~~f"2(t) dl. Of course, this just means that the function h is
injective. Hence its image has to be an open interval. It remains to show
that this interval is all of IR, i.e., that h is bijective.

W.l.o.g., let us assume that h is a strictly increasing function. So what we
have to verify is that lima~ ±YJ h(a) = ± 00. Since h is strictly increasing,
for all x E ] X n _ I' x n ] the function g',: IR -+ IR: a -+ fa( x) is also strictly
increasing. As a consequence of this we know that the limits Iima~ ±YJ h(a)
and lim" ~ + ex: g~(a), x E ] Xn _ I' XII] exist (finite or infinite). Let us assume
that lima~-y~h(a)<oo, or equivalently, that Iima~y~.t:_Ja(t)dt<oo.
Then we can find n distinct values xi E ] Xn -I' XII]' i E {O, 1, ..., n-l} such
that Iima~ClCg:,_(a)=y,!<oo.(If this were not possible we would be able
to find a subinterval [X;'_l' x;,] of [XII -I' x n [ such that the function

for a>°
for a ~°

is l-unisolvent. The existence of such a subinterval would already guaran
tee, by Lemma 2.3, that 00=lim,,~oct7 f"(t)dl~J~:_J"(t)dt,which is

n ._- I

a contradiction to our assumption.) Let (akhE N be a sequence of real
numbers such that limk ~ oc ak = 00. Now fa" kEN is the uniquely deter
mined function in INT(f) that interpolates the n points (x,!,jak(x;*)),
i E {O, 1, ..., n - I}. As k goes to infinity these points tend towards the n
points (xi,.yi)' respectively. Letf* be the uniquely determined function in
INT(f) that interpolates these points. Now Lemma 2.2 guarantees that
f* is the uniform limit of the sequence of functions {f"k} kEN' This
implies that for all iE{O, 1, ...,n-2} we find J:;+ij'*(I)dt=Yi+,-Yj, i.e.,
there has to exist an a* E IR such that f* = fa-. Let kEN be such that
ak > a*. Then fak(x;*) > yt This is a contradiction. We conclude that
lima~ oc h(a) = 00.

A similar argument shows that lim" ~-CIC h( a) = - 00. This completes the
proof of the proposition. I
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